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Executive Summary
Starting on November 28th, I will be launching a crowdfunding campaign on Kickstarter for my board
game, Alpha Mecha. Alpha Mecha is a robot combat board game set in the near future. The primary
goal of this campaign is to garner enough support to generate twenty thousand dollars in either
purchases or donations. This will be enough to print a thousand copies of the game. The campaign will
be set for 45 days. This way, we can target both pre and post-Christmas sales.
The campaign will be focusing on multiple angles. The first will be to promote the game for the game’s
sake. It is a fast system that allows for many robots (or “mecha”) to be played on each side in under an
hour. This is a benefit to experienced gamers because most game are much slower.
Another angle will be promoting the Board Game Honor Code. This idea, much like an Honor Code at
Universities or military schools, sets a standard for proper gaming ethics and sportsmanship.
The final angle will be shot towards children around 12-15 years of age. It will be simply showing them
the game and encouraging them to have fun. Out of the three, this will be the simplest. The hard part
here will be getting a hold of them on the net.

Background
The game was made over the course of last summer. I was at a game convention and stumbled across a
robot game called, Battletech. I was very familiar with the game from the 80’s and was glad they
brought it back. Even though they had the classic version, they tried to make a modern, quicker
version. Leafing through it, I felt they had failed at the attempt. They clung to keep as much detail as
possible from the classic game to the point that any increase in speed of the game was negligible. That
night, I was inspired to try my own hand at a game. By the time I left the Origins Game Fair, I had
come up with the working draft that would be soon labeled, Alpha Mecha.

Situation Analysis
Although video games are all the rage, there has been an increase in board gaming. However, with the
increase in printer technology and crowdfunding sites such as Kickstarter, I am not the only one who
has a dream of making a board game. The goal will be to convince gamers to give Alpha Mecha a shot.
Strengths
 Alpha Mecha is very quick to play, most of the robot board game competitors do not share
the speed of play.
 Alpha Mecha is easy to learn, making it ideal for children. There is not a learning curve. I
have playtested the game with kids younger than ten years old and they get the basics by
turn two.
 Alpha Mecha comes with twenty unpainted, configurable. Mecha. The key here is that the
weapons on the figure are interchangeable. This makes it so players actually have many
more mecha than if they were stationary, thus having to pay more.
 The Board Gaming Honor Code is a great addition to have in the game. While available for
free on the net, there will be a copy in every box of Alpha Mecha that is suitable for framing.
 I have detailed information on how to make the project “EU friendly”. In other words, I
have a way to ship them overseas to the European Union with my backers paying any extra
customs charges. With over 25% off Kickstarter backers coming from the U.K., this is a
great benefit.
Weaknesses
 Kickstarter is starting to become a new amazon.com to gamers. Larger companies that do
not need Kickstarter are using it to sell their games. Customers are getting used to expecting
premium graphics and video in a campaign before they get funded.
 Children will love the game, but will be tough to find to promote to.
 Children also do not own credit cards to make impulse purchases.
 Since this is a Kickstarter campaign, the game will not be produced until the campaign is
over. Shipping is estimated to be in March.
 Most gamers have games, such as Heroquest, that take the basics of a more complicated
game and make it simple. However, some may attack the game for not being meaty enough.
 As there many gamers that are supportive and positive, there are those who are on the
lookout to attack. I have to handle them carefully.
 I have not done much advertising for Google, Facebook, or otherwise. I have to be careful
not to throw my limited money away.
 I do not have time to waste on promotion avenues that are not fruitful. However, I may not
be always able to play “trial by error” and have to go with instinct.

Opportunities
 The Board Gaming Honor Code has garnered much publicity for the game. The Honor Code
will give us a leg up on other games as it will make us family friendly. It will also be of
interest to media outlets in heavily populated LDS areas.
 The Senior Showcase will be a great way to get some publicity. Perhaps they may be
interested in grabbing a game, but the focus will be to generate Facebook shares.
 There are numerous podcasts that I can get aboard that are run by friends in the industry.
Threats
 I am starting the Kickstarter on Black Friday. This may make or break the campaign. I do
not know how willing the average gamer will be to buy a game for themselves during the
holiday season. Also, will people be willing to buy the game as a present for others when
they know it will not come to their doorstep until March?

Objectives
The goal of the campaign is to get people to back the project by buying a game. There are a few ways I
am going to accomplish this.
 Using Google Analytics to tailor the website for user interaction and drop the bounce rate as low as
it can go.
 Detail the benefits of buying Alpha Mecha to all three customer bases; children, advanced gamers,
and parents.
 Find out the most effective ways to increase web traffic, then utilize them the most.
 Get the podcasts to effectively “demo” the game for me.

Audience
Even though after 1200 website visits confirm it, I was not surprised that my key demographic has
been males 24-50 years of age. I know by experience that I have subgroups within this demographic;
however, other than the basic gamer, most of the subgroups are outliers that will not affect game sales
and chasing them may have a reverse effect.
With the promotion of the Board Game Honor Code, I will generate some interest from the
mainstream public. Other than advertising on Google, Bing, or Facebook, it will be the only way I may
get any attention towards those groups.

Strategies
There are a few ways that I will get media attention towards the website, and to the Kickstarter
campaign.






Use the Board Gaming Honor Code to generate interest to media outlets in LDS populated areas.
Go to websites dedicated to board games and miniature games and generate interest.
Go to Facebook groups for board games and miniature games.
Go to Facebook groups for Kickstarter projects.
Use Twitter to attack gaming hashtags.

Tactics
To promote the game through the Board Gaming Honor Code, I will go towards as many television,
radio and newspapers that I can a week before Black Friday. I have a media kit on standby, ready to
send them
When going to websites dedicated to board games and miniature games, I will post in the proper areas
as not to “spam” the forums. Also, I will use the Board Gaming Honor Code to both generate visits to
the website, plus to get input to make the Honor Code better.
Going to Facebook groups, both board game and crowdfunding groups, to post about the game. I must
make sure I am cleared to do so by the moderators before posting, since it is effectively and
advertisement.
I will use the website bufferapp.com to supply a constant feed to the hashtags about the game. I have
done research and many hashtags get many tweets in an hour. A person will not see more than one of
my tweets even if they check back every half an hour. However, I have made multiple twitter accounts
so I can keep my main twitter page free to just supply weekly updates. This is because although I will
not span the hashtags, I would spam any followers I have if I tweeted every hour.
The Senior Showcase at BYU-I will be used to, other than get a grade, pander for visits and Facebook
shares for the website. I will have some very sharp business cards, which are more of an
advertisement, to hand out to everyone.

Calendar
The campaign will begin much earlier than the actual launch of the Kickstarter. Research indicates
that having a pre-launch is often best. This way, once the project goes live, there will be an initial
burst of activity, which is a great way to gain momentum. (Although most projects start off strong,
then lag in the middle, but then roll heavy again during the end of the campaign.)
Pre-Launch Timeline (October 5th-November 27th)
October 5th: Launch WordPress site.
October 5th – November 15th: Attack Twitter hashtags. Post at community forums and Facebook
pages to get initial looks at the website.
November 19th: Firebase Delta podcast interview
November 20th: Senior Showcase
November 24th: Sending out News Release to all media outlets that I can by both e-mail, twitter,
and phone pitches. A link to the media kit will also be available.
November 28th: Kickstarter campaign begins
November 28th: Google AdWords, Bing ads, and Facebook ad campaigns start
December 2nd: On Board Games podcast interview
January 10th: End of Kickstarter Campaign

Budget
Money is limited, so any errors to funding ad campaigns that are ineffective will be disastrous.
However, Google and Bing are offering free $100 credit towards advertising if I just spend $25. I will
use this time to see, by use of Google Analytics filters, to see if people are coming to the site and going
to pick up the game.
Business cards (small adverts): 16pt stock, full color on both sides, UV gloss coating on both sides. $75
Google AdWords initial campaign: $25 (with $100 free)
Bing ad initial campaign: $25 (with $100 free)
Facebooks ad initial campaign (to website, not the Facebook page): $25
Bufferapp.com: $40 which will cover up to January
Money towards effective ad campaigns: $200+
Total: Initially, $190. Up to $500 thereafter (or more if the results continue)

Evaluation
The only way to determine success here is the number of backers the campaign produces. Once the
project goes live. It is important to qualify, through Google Analytics, which sales came from where
quickly. The first reason is to adapt more advertising funds towards those avenues. The second is in
the case if the project does not meet its goal of $20,000, the information will help in a possible relaunch.
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Resources
Alpha Mecha Website: http://www.alphamecha.com
Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Alpha-Mecha/827465193940323?ref=hl
Twitter Page: https://twitter.com/AlphaMecha
Kickstarter Page (Live November 28th): https://www.kickstarter.com/alphamecha

